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READ

Mark 14

WARM UP

What is the definition of betrayal? Have you ever been betrayed? What does that feel like?

What are some examples of betrayal?

What are the consequences of betrayal?

 

Faith lessons when betrayed by a friend - Don't be surprised by:

• who lets you down  (vv.1,10,18,27,29,33) “Insiders” (Psalm 41:9)

• who __________ 1 you up  (v.3) “Outsiders”

• what you can know in advance (vv.18,27,30,49) “Prophecy”

• your or other’s ________________2 (vv.29)

• how painful betrayal is  (vv.29,37b,40-41,66-72)

• how weak our _________________3 really is (vv.38)

 Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is willing, but the   

 flesh is weak.”

• how you are let down  (vv.44-45)

• the level of ___________  and _______________4 available (v.28)

 “But after I am raised up, I will go before you to Galilee.”

1 lifts
2 idealism
3 flesh
4  hope, help



APPLICATION QUESTIONS

Bible Doing – Life before and after betrayal   

• Are we pursuing a life characterized by integrity, faithfulness – what is your plan?  (v.12) 

• What beautiful/radical act of worship am I engaged in for the Lord?  (v.6)  

• Is greed at my door, or have its foot in my door, or is greed living with me?  (vv.10,11)  

• Do we hear and heed the prophecies of God?  (v.18) 

• When we betray or are betrayed is there any hope?   Why?  “How stands it written?”

• What steps would honor God when betrayed or when we have betrayed another?

Five steps toward healing
Validate the seriousness of betrayal: (do not numb, ignore, distract or project) Get help (to feel, to cope, 
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) triggers fight or flight).  Get grounded in God's word and in 
prayer. 

1. Feel the pain, name the betrayal.

2. Express the pain in healthy ways  
a.  Talk with right people  
b.  Write  
c.  Do not retaliate 

3. Clarify the pain 
a.  Examine truths and lies 
b.  Reflect and articulate the wholistic effects it has on your being.

4. Accept the pain 
a.  Acknowledge God’s sovereignty over pain.  Consider the pain as a gift toward spiritual            
     maturity.
b.  Accept the consequences that have been brought on you or you brought on.
c.  Forgive yourself and anyone that has hurt you.  The hurt is a part of your life, but it can serve   
     you or enslave you. 
d.  Connect with others in "safe" ways 

5. Use the pain:
a.  as an instructor 
b.  as a gift 
c.  to understand suffering 
e.  to draw you near to God  
f.   to help you serve others.


